Aspire Europe and TMI Systems launch a new Cloud service

Aspire Europe and TMI Systems announce the launch of a new Cloud service which combines the learning and delivery elements of Portfolio management. Portfolio, Programme and Project teams will now have valuable, up to the minute help and guidance available to them at all stages of the life cycle, anywhere, anytime. This has been made possible by joining together 2 proven services:

Developed by Aspire Europe; the Align Framework provides a consistent management framework for programmes and projects. It can also help organisations that have a framework to integrate their approach; addressing gaps, and building current processes into an easy to use online service.

Developed by TMI Systems; Verto is a Cloud based portfolio management service, providing control, governance, workflow and reporting for stakeholders and project teams. Verto supports Outcome based commissioning, collaborative project management, Shared Service delivery and Business Transformation programmes across many different business sectors.

The Verto>Align service is now available and public sector organisations can further benefit by using the G-Cloud framework, Cloudstore.

Pictured are Rod Sowden of Aspire Europe and Chris Wright of TMI Systems sealing the deal.

Rod Sowden stated: We have been working on the Align Framework concept for some years, during reviews and maturity assessments we see organisations ambitions undermined by fragmented or under developed management systems that underpin their portfolio, programme and project delivery. The collaboration agreement with Verto will enable an integrated front end management environment with a leading tracking and control system to underpin it.